
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

We aim for excellence in representing  
and giving service to foreign firms in Turkey. 

 
Our mission is to be 

the link between the creators of high technology in the world  
and the users of such technologies in Turkey. 

 
If you want  

to sell your equipments, machineries, technologies or industrial goods, 
to have a competant agent in Turkey;  

Come to Turkey to meet us. 

We will guide you in the booming Turkish economy 
and will provide the best business services to you. 

www.teknointel.com 

 
 
 
MetalLine brochure 
  

http://www.teknointel.com/


Management 

 

Gökçe Sokullu Orçan 

managing partner  

Engin Sokullu 

managing partner 
Erbil Sokullu 

managing partner 

 
 

 

 
 

Middlesex University  
B.A. Business Administration 

London 
 

Karbokimya AŞ. 
Purchasing Chief 
Sales Manager 

 
Kimteks 

Sales engineer 
 

 She joined Teknointel in 2007 

as partner. 
  

  

      Published articles    

Galatasaray Lisesi  

İstanbul  
İnstitut National des Sciences Appliquées  

Diplome d'ingénieur, chimie industrielle 
Lyon  

Goethe İnstitut 
Lüneburg  

University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor  

University of Wisconsin 
M.S. Chemical Engineering 

Master of Business Administration 
Madison  

University of Pennsylvania 
Wharton School of Economics 

Post graduate studies 
Philadelphia 

Sun Oil Company 
Technical Economics Department 

Philadelphia 
Petkim Petrokimya AŞ 

PVC plant and Planning & Organization dept. 
Yarımca, Ankara 

Rubber Association  
President  
İstanbul 

 

After 1972 
he managed his own industrial companies  

as President. 
He did extensive studies on management theories, 

quality systems, total quality, 6 sigma  
and lean management. 

As an engineer, he is specialized  
on process and equipment design. 

He has many published articles  
in technical and managerial topics.  

 

 
Işık Üniversitesi 

B.S. Industrial Engineering 
İstanbul 

University of California, Berkeley 

Post Graduate Management Studies  
San Francisco 

 
He joined Teknointel in 2010 . 

  

http://www.teknointel.com/makaleler/makaleler.htm


Principals  

-  Metal Working machinery sectors - 
( non all-inclusive list ) 

 
 

 
www.mino.it 

Rolling mills for steel and non-ferrous metal  
 
 

 
 

www.fimimachinery.com 

Metal coil slitting, cut to length, packaging lines 
 
 

 
 

www.addafer.it 

Complete steel tube ERW mills, etc.  
 
 

 
www. turla.it 

Aluminium Extrusion Presses and complete handling systems 
 
 

 
 

www.italtecno.com 
Anodizing, coating, surface treatment for Aluminium 

 
  

http://www.fimimachinery.com/


 

 
www.linsinger.com 

Sawing, Milling, and tool Technologies for steel tube and other industries, Rail Technologies 
 
 

 
www.siempelkamp.com 

Hydraulic presses for metal cold-forming and hot-forming presses. 
 
 

 
www.strothmann.com 

Automation for press rooms, factory logistics, industrial Automation 
 
 

 

www.gms-egt.com 

Plants for casting and heating of semi finished non-ferrous metals 

 
 

 
 

www.engitec.com 

Light metal recycling and refining 
 
 

 

www.ravagnan.com 

Water treatment, PVSA oxygen plants, pressure vessels for steel industries 
 
 

  

http://www.linsinger.com/
http://www.engitec.com/


 
 
 

News / Events 

 
 
 

Aluexpo 2017 

 
 

Tatef exhibition 
for metal forming machineries 

 
 

  



 
 

Some other exhibitions :  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

Reifenhauser 100 year celebrations -  

Teknointel organized a boat party for Reifenhauser’s 100 year celebrations. 
Major customers as well as Reifenhauser top management participated to the party.

 
 

CIPAD, General Assembly 

Teknointel participated 
to the General Assembly of CIPAD, the Council of International Plastics Associations, in Istanbul . 
Engin Sokullu delivered a speech at the welcome dinner  : Beyond plastics, art and philosophy !   

  

http://www.cipad.org/
http://www.cipad.org/
http://www.teknointel.com/englishweb/welcomespeechcipad.htm


 
 

 

MARKET REPORTS 

Turkish Steel Industries 

 

Crude Steel Production 

Turkey’s crude steel production grew by 5.2% to 35.89 Mt in 2012. Turkey moved up to the 8th position in the 

largest steel producing countries list from the 10th position in 2011 overtaking Brazil and Ukraine. Despite sharp 

drop in crude steel production growth from 17 % in 2011 to 5.2 % in 2012, Turkey kept its position as the country 

with the highest production increase in the top 10 steel producers. Although crude steel production increase 

slowed down, Turkey’s growth rate was 4.5 times higher than the world average of 1.2%. Quarterly production 

figures for 2012 clearly reflects the slowdown in production growth. Growth rate of the Turkey’s crude steel 

production was 13.7 % yoy in the first quarter. Increase in the production slowed down to 5.2 % in the second 

quarter, 6.7 % in the third quarter, growth tendency turned to negative during the last quarter and production 

dropped by -3.6 %. Recent figures show that Turkey increased its production compared to the pre-crisis period by 

39 % and in this respect was among the 5 countries to carry its production to 2007 level. 

Billet played a significant role in Turkey’s crude steel production growth. Turkey’s billet production rose by 10.9 % 

to 27.05 million tons. Slab production, which grew by 53 % in 2010 and 33 % in 2011 due to the new capacities 

established, dropped down by 9 % to 8.8 million tons due to the unfavorable conditions in flat steel markets, 

increasing competition, unfair trade from some of the Far East countries and low quality steel import from some of 

the neighboring countries. In this respect, share of slab in Turkey’s total crude steel production dropped from 28.5 

% in 2011 to 24.6 % in 2012, which means a large part of the capacity kept underutilized in 2012. 

While crude steel production of the EAF mills increased by 5.1 % to 25.56 million tons, production growth in the 

BOF route stayed around 5.6 % reaching 9.33 million tons. 

Capacity and Capacity Utilization 

Turkey’s crude steel production capacity reached 49.04 million tons in 2012, up by 4.1 % yoy. While electric arc 

furnace mills accounted for 100 % of the total increase in capacity, share of EAF mills in total crude steel 

production capacity reached 78 %. Due to the slowdown in crude steel production growth compared to the 

capacity, average capacity utilization ratio of the Turkish steel industry dropped 1 percentage points to 75 % in 

2012.  

 

Finished Steel Production & Consumption 

Turkey’s total finished steel production increased by 7.3 % yoy from 31.94 million tons to 34.28 million tons in 

2012. While long steel production expanded by 10.4 % to 25.2 million tons, the reflections of the slowdown in slab 

production and flat steel market is seen in flat steel production of Turkey. As slab import reached record high of 

950.000 tons in 2012, the drop in Turkey’s finished flat steel production was more moderate than the sharp drop 

in slab production. As a result long steel accounted for 73.6 % of the total finished steel production of Turkey and 

flat steel accounted for 26.4 % of the total. 

Turkey’s apparent finished steel consumption reached 28.5 million tons up from 26.93 million tons by 5.6 %. 

Turkey’s steel consumption growth pace slowed down sharply in 2012 in parallel to the economic activities, after 

growing at double digit rates in 2010 and 2011. While total consumption in long products which are generally 

used by the construction industry grew by 7.9 % to 14.83 million tons, apparent consumption in flat steel products 

which are generally used by automotive, machinery, white goods and shipbuilding industries reached 13.63 up by 

3.1 %. Slower growth rate in flat steel consumption compared to the long steels reflects the stagnation in 

manufacturing industry. 



Production/consumption ratio of Turkey in flat products reached 69 % in 2012 from 40 % in 2005. However, the 

ratio dropped to 66 % in 2012, due to the growth in consumption but drop in production. Production/consumption 

ratio in long products increased from 166 % in 2011 to 170 % in 2012. 

Export 

Turkey’s total iron and steel exports, including the articles of steel and steel pipes reached 20.3 million tons from 

18.5 million tons up by 9.6 % in terms of tonnage and up by 3.3 % to 17.2 billion USD in terms of value. While 

billet export reached 3 million tons level up by 24 %, flat steel export dropped by 19 % to 1.86 million tons mainly 

due to the lower export sales to the EU region as a result of the sharp drop in the consumption of the region. 

Long steel export of Turkey, which has traditionally been the largest export product group, reached 11.7 million 

tonnes up by 11.8 % yoy. In the whole of 2012, while long steel accounted for 58 % of Turkey’s total steel export, 

the share of semis was 15 %, tube and pipes 9.3 % and flat steel products 9.2 %. 

Turkey’s total steel export to the Middle East and Gulf Region and North Africa recovered in 2012 partly 

depending on the stability in the economic, social and political climate of the region. Turkey’s total steel export to 

the Middle East and Gulf countries increased by 27 % to 9 million tons and export to the North Africa grew by 16 

% to 2.1 million tons. While the share of the two regions in Turkey’s total steel export increased from 48 % in 

2011 to 56 % in 2012, share of the EU region dropped sharply from 19.9 % to 12.4 %. 

Import 

While Turkey’s total steel import, including the articles of steel and steel pipes, increased by 10.8 % to 11.84 

million tons in terms of tonnage, value of import dropped by 5 % to 11.23 billion USD due to the fall in average 

price levels.  2012 import data show that Turkey’s semis import soared by 56 % and flat steel import stayed at 

high levels of 2011 despite production capacity well over the demand. In addition to the high levels in flat steel 

imports, low demand in the main export markets especially EU region, put pressure on the flat steel production of 

Turkey. Furthermore, despite Turkey has two times more capacity than its consumption in long steel products, 

Turkey has imported around 1.3 million tons of long steel products, which reflects the free market structure in the 

Turkish steel industry. 

When steel import is analyzed in terms of regions, it is clearly seen steel export of the EU to Turkey increased by 

16.7 % to 5.2 million tons in terms of tonnage and reaching 5.5 billion USD export value, while EU imported less 

steel from Turkey. In addition to the EU, Turkey’s total steel import from the CIS region also rose by 9.5 % to 4.6 

million tons and import from the Far East & Southeast Asia strengthened by 4.7 % to 1.4 million tons. In 2012, EU 

and CIS accounted for 83 % of Turkey’s total steel import. 

Steel Trade Balance 

Steel products accounted for 11.3 % of the Turkey’s total export in 2012 with its total export value of 17.15 billion 

USD. With the support of stronger growth in exports, Turkey’s steel product export/import ratio recovered from  

 

141 % in 2011 to 153 % in 2012. Successful performance in other steel products played significant role in the 

improvement of the export/import ratio by 12 percentage points balancing the negative effects of the flat steel 

products. Turkey’s net steel export rose from 7.8 million tons to 8.5 million tons in terms of tonnage and from 4.8 

billion USD to 4.9 billion USD in terms of value. 

Turkey continued to have deficit in its steel trade with the EU and CIS regions, despite surpluses in trade with the 

other regions. In 2012, Turkey’s net steel import from the EU climbed from 1.4 billion USD to 2.4 billion USD and 

net import from the CIS region gone to the 2.5 billion USD level. Turkey’s total net steel import from the EU and 

CIS regions reached around 5 billion USD level.  

Raw Materials 

Turkey’s total ferrous scrap consumption increased by 5.1 % to 32.4 million tons in 2012 when Turkey’s total 

crude steel production rose by 5.2 % and EAF crude steel production soared by 5.1 %. Turkish steel industry met 

22.4 million tons of its total scrap consumption through import and 10 million tons from the domestic market. In 

2012, share of local scrap consumption of the Turkish steel industry recovered by 1 percentage points to 31 % of 

the total. EU accounted for 51 % of Turkey’s total scrap import, while the share of USA was 28.1 % and Russia 

10.4 %. 



In addition to scrap, which has the highest value among the imported raw materials, Turkey also imported 7.8 

million tons iron ore, 1.4 million tons pig iron, 428.000 tons ferro alloys and 4.6 million tons coking coal. 

Forecasts 

Turkish economy is forecasted to grow by 4 % in 2013. With the help of the increasing market demand, Turkey’s 

crude steel production is expected to rise by 6 % to 38 million tons level. In 2013 finished steel production is 

forecasted to pass 37 million tons level and consumption to reach around 30.5 million tons. Expected recovery in 

the construction industry which accounts for around half of Turkey’s total steel consumption, growth oriented 

government policies, drop in loan interest rates and production growth of the manufacturing industries which 

consume steel products for their production will be the main drivers of the Turkey’s steel consumption in 2013. 

Turkish steel industry, which traditionally exports half of its production, is estimated to export around 22 million 

tons of steel in 2013 up by 6 %. In 2013, EU market is expected to continue gradual recovery from the low points 

of activity seen in 2012; partial stability is expected be established in the Middle East region; more steady 

demand conditions in the Far East region, is expected to support stability in the international markets. Turkey’s 

steel export to the Middle East and Gulf region is expected to continue growing; export to the countries in Africa 

and Far East which are specified as the target markets by the Turkish Steel Exporters Union is also forecasted to 

continue improving. 

Despite relatively weak growth to be expected in the near-term, the medium-term outlook forTurkey's metals 

sector remains promising due to strong demand from the domestic construction and autossectors. Near-term 

headwinds are likely to include currency weakness making imports of materials moreexpensive and weak global 

steel prices squeezing steel-makers' margins. 

 

Over the medium-term we forecast Turkey's total steel production to grow from 35.9mnt in 2012 to 42.8mntin 

2017. We expect growth to average 3.6% y-o-y over 2013-2017, a downward revision to our previousforecast of 

5.5% y-o-y. This is largely a result of negative growth over the first seven months of 2013 on theback of weak 

global steel prices and a weak lira pushing up the cost of imports of materials.Courtesy: DÇÜD 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Turkish Steel Pipes industries  
 

Steel pipes are the most commonly preferred pipe types due to their resistance to high pressure and external 

impacts. Steel pipes are used for various purposes in divergent branch of industries. First of all, steel pipes are 

used for transmission of water, oil and gas. Oil and gas transmission can only be made through steel pipes. Steel 

pipelines are preferred for transmission since they can withstand harsh climatic conditions and high internal and 

external pressure. Moreover, steel pipes and tubes are frequently used in structures, automotive industry, white 

goods, machine manufacturing, furniture and so forth. 

Steel pipe industry has officially started in 1957 in Izmit (on the Marmara Region of Turkey, the western part of 

the country). This investment has been followed by the other Turkish investors from 1958 onwards. The steel pipe 

industry has experienced an enormous growth during the years 2000s. Steel pipe production of Turkey has 

increased 125 % from 2000 to 2011. In 2010, Turkey has become the largest steel pipe manufacturer of Europe 

and fifth largest steel pipe manufacturer in the world (behind China, Russia, Japan and South Korea) with its 3,5 

million tons of annual production. In 2011, Turkish steel pipe industry grew by 9,7 % despite unfavorable 

developments in world economy and the total steel pipe production realized as 3,76 million metric tons. Hence, 

Turkey kept its reputation in 2011 both in Europe and the World. 

The steel pipe industry of Turkey is very dynamic and competitive. The annual production capacity is 6 million 

metric tons and it is capable of manufacturing any kind of pipes. The industry is net exporter and propellant power 

of Turkish economy. Steel pipe export of Turkey grew 173 % between the years 2000 and 2011. Turkey has 

become the sixth largest welded steel pipe exporter (behind China, Italy, Germany, Republic of Korea and India) 

in 2010. Turkey has secured its position in 2011 with its 1,66 million tons of export. 



Turkey exports steel pipe all around the world. Among the markets that Turkish steel products are exported; the 

EU is the primary export market, Middle East is the second and the America is the third biggest export market. 

The world’s total production of welded tubes was 56 million tons according to World Steel Association.Turkey’s 

total steel pipe production was 3,436 million tons. Therefore, Turkey’s total production formed almost 6 % of 

world’s total production. In addition to this, Turkey’s total production, except China, accounted for 13 % of world’s 

total production. 

All in all; in the medium term, Turkey aims at being one of the top three steel pipe manufacturer of the World. 

Today, Turkey is still competitive and growing its competitive advantage even against Chinese rivals due to the 

investments done for efficiency and productivity plus, challenging thinking to producethe un-producible. Besides, 

Turkey intends to inspire the World steel pipe industry through its experience and new ideas. Turkey will be 

initiator of technologic advancements and will take world steel pipe industry further. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Turkish Aluminium industries 
 

The Turkish aluminium industry has been booming since 2002. Production levels, domestic sales and imports 

and exports have been continuously rising. 

The expansion of important consuming industries such as the automobile industry and housing construction, and 

the demand for semi-finished and finished aluminium products for the packaging industry as well as electric 

household devices have been influential factors in the growth of the sector. 

Per-capita aluminium consumption rose from 3,8 kg to 6,5 kg between the years 2000 and 2007.  To compare, an 

average quantity of 33 kg of aluminium per capita is used in OECD countries. When this figure and the increased 

industrialisation and modernisation of the country are taken into consideration, it can be said Turkey has a very 

high domestic sales potential. 

This huge development in the sector is known to be due to following factors; 

The packaging sector expands annually by 10% and thus has an increased requirement of aluminium foil for 

foodstuffs and pharmaceuticals. 

The construction of shopping and leisure centres and other commercial objects with modern façades necessitates 

an increased quantity of aluminium and glass. 

Export potentials in this sector are great as Turkish contracting companies also undertake such projects abroad. 

The Turkish automobile manufacturing sector displays an increasing demand for parts and accessories made of 

aluminium in order to reduce weight and corrosion. This industry is highly export orientated. 

Turkish aluminium consumption increased to 989 thousand tons in 2009 with a CAGR of 5 percent between 2005 

and 2009. On the other hand, Turkey is dependent on imports due to the lack of domestic aluminium supply. 81 

percent of the total imports were primary aluminium whereas the main items exported were aluminium extrusions 

and flat products, bars, rods and profiles, together comprising 55 percent of the total exports in 2009. 

Aluminium is mainly imported from Russia, Norway and Germany whereas  aluminium  products  are mainly 

exported to Germany, Iraq and the UK. 

The Turkish aluminium industry comprises around 1500 companies with a total of 18,000 employees. To a large 

extent they are small sized enterprises with low capacities. Below table shows the largest and partially 

expansionist companies that control the domestic market and also exports. 

The sector has great potential for exports, the demand from the Turkish contractors abroad to be first in the row 

aiming at an average 10 to 15 percent growth each year. Turkish  producers ship their goods mostly to European, 

Asian, and Turkish Republic markets. They attribute great importance in developing the variety and quality of their 

goods. 



Production figures in 2005 (tons ) : 

Primary aluminium: 60000 

Secondary alum.    65000 

Extrusion : 190000 

Rolled products: 130000 

Conductor: 30000 

Casting: 128000 

Production figures in 2006 (tons ) : 

In 2006, 459652 tones of primary aluminum and 12134 tones of secondary aluminum have been imported. 

In addition 30000 tones of scrap entered the country. 

Export potential has reached 299818 tones in 2006 as follows. 

Extrusions: 108590 tones 

Rolled Products: 95740 tones 

Construction sector as finished products: around 16000 tones 

Cast aluminium.: 83000 tones 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Turkish Copper industries 
 

Year 
Production 

tons 
% Change 

2002 48253 NA 

2003 58000 20.20 % 

2004 49000 -15.52 % 

2005 54000 10.20 % 

2006 46000 -14.81 % 

2007 81000 76.09 % 

2008 83000 2.47 % 

 

  



 

Why Turkey ? 

 
Turkey is a large country with a growing liberal economy. 
Turkey has a sound infrastructure, a very dynamic industry  
and long lasting private business traditions. 
Turkey has a very young population, liberal labor market 
and well educated managerial work force. 
 
Turkey is in the strategic crossroad between EU countries in the west; 
Russia and ex-soviet block countries in the north;  
Turki republics and Asia in the east; middle-eastern countries, Israel and northern Africa in the south.  
This geography makes Turkey a strategic central exporting and distribution point  
and a valuable site for executing short lead times and rapid production response. 
 
The EU and Turkey are linked by a Customs Union agreement since 1995 : 
all industrial goods are circulated custom free between EU and Turkey. 
Turkey is a very popular country for foreign investors and tourists. .  
Almost  2/3 of Turkey's foreign trade is  with EU countries. 
Turkey ranks 7th in the EU's top import and 6th in top export markets. 
 

 

Highlights from the turkish economy 
Turkish economy had an average growth rate of 6-7%/yr  in the last 14 years. 
The growth continues at about 5+%/yr  in 2017. . 
Turkey is  world's 16th and Europe’s 6th largest economy 
Turkey's population is 80.000. 000 . 
Turkey's GDP is about 900 000 000 000 usd or according to PPP 2.100.000.000 usd.  
Turkey's  GDP per capita (PPP) is  about 25.000 usd . 
High growth in the manufacturing sector is to be noticed  
for being optimistic in the future of the Turkish economy. 

 

 
 

 

Turkey's targets for the next 10 years 
- population: 90 000 000 
- GDP: 2 000 000 000 000 usd 
- to be the world's 10th largest economy  
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Cemil Topuzlu cad. No.62/1 Örnekal ap.Caddebostan İstanbul 34728 Turkey 

Tel:   +90 216 467 2398 , +90 216 467 0397, GSM:(Engin Sokullu)  +90 532 615 71 43 

engin@teknointel.com 

www.teknointel.com 
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